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Abstract
Comparative studies of the relation between online social movements and offline collective action focus on case studies leaving a large amount of available
social media data unused. We take the availability of social media data as an
opportunity to gain a deeper understanding of the relation between online social
movements and offline collective actions in Nigeria from a quantitative perspective using Big Data analysis techniques. In order to determine how political
discourse shapes the Nigerian Twitter landscape, we explore topics modeled on
Nigerian Twitter data. The exploratory analysis indicates the importance of
political discourse on Nigerian Twitter and validates its suitability for protest
analysis. Further, we introduce an AI-based approach for automatically identifying and mapping Nigerian online social movements to protests in Nigeria.
Quality assessment of our mapping shows that it successfully integrates social
media and protest data. Lastly, we perform quantitative comparative analysis
across hundreds of relations between online social movements and protests using
NLP and network analysis, among others. We identify relevant characteristics
and their typical behaviors that determine the relationship between online social
movements and protests in Nigeria.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Over the last decade, social media has played an essential role in various social
debates, including the Arab Spring [1], the London riots [2], and the Occupy
Wall Street [3] movements. Hence, the power of social media in the context of
politics is not to be underestimated. While political discourse on social media
is already on the agenda in most developed countries, internet penetration and,
thereby also, social media is still on the rise in many African countries [4]. Only
recently, in 2021, Twitter announced to establish its first headquarter on the
African continent [5].
With the rise of social media come debates about social media regulations,
bills, and bans. In Nigeria, President Muhammadu Buhari announced a permanent ban of Twitter on June 5th, 2021, after a questionable tweet of his was
deleted two days earlier [6]. Twitter has long been a thorn in the side of the
Nigerian government [7]. The ongoing ’#EndSars’ protests against police brutality began on Twitter [8] and escalated in 2020, leading to mass protests all
over the country [9]. While the government tried to regulate social media before
[10], all attempts to pass an anti-social media bill failed due to a massive outcry on social media [10]. Moreover, the Nigerian minister of information called
Twitter suspicious, referring to its influence on the ’#EndSars’ protests [11] only
a few days before the ban. In January 2022, after seven months of negotiation,
the Nigerian government lifted the ban after Twitter made various concessions
such as establishing a legal entity in Nigeria [12] and therefore increasing control
of the Nigerian government. These actions show how intimidated the Nigerian
government is by the massive usage of Twitter in the context of successful social
movements and mass protests.
The relationship between online social movements and offline collective actions has been the subject of research since the rise of social media. Researchers
typically perform case studies, i.e., they analyse aspects of the behavior of one
large online social movement in the context of the related mass protests such as
the ’#BlackLivesMatter’ movement [13]. The analysed aspects of the behavior
and the respective analysis vary ranging from meta-data analysis [13, 14, 15] over
social network analysis [3, 16, 17, 18], to Natural Language Processing [19, 20, 17].
Comparative case studies qualitatively investigated differences between social
movements, mainly focusing on changes from conventional social movements to
1
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online social movements [21, 22] in the same country. Due to their nature, these
case studies serve as evidence for hypotheses but don not shed light on the general
transferability of research findings to other protests.
In this thesis, we use Nigeria’s Twitter ban and the implicit rejection of Twitter due to its influence on social movements as an occasion to investigate the
relation between online social movements and offline collective actions in Nigeria
in detail. We perform a quantitative comparative analysis across hundreds of online social movements and related protests to gain insights into their relationships
transferable to other protests in Nigeria. We approach this task from a computer
science perspective by employing various Big Data analysis techniques, including
data mining from Twitter, data integration with an AI-based mapping of tweets
to protests, and data analysis using Natural Language Processing, social network
analysis, and various statistical methods.

1.1

Background Information on Nigeria

Nigeria is a former British colony that became formally independent in 1960. The
independence was followed by civil war and military dictatorships until democracy was established in 1999. Similar to other post-colonial African countries,
Nigeria is a multinational state consisting of more than 250 ethnic groups with
various cultures, religions, and languages. For facilitating linguistic unity, English
was chosen as the official language [23]. Religious affiliation among the Nigerian
population is roughly divided in half between Christianity and Islam. This division goes hand in hand with the prevailing north-south divide: The north of
Nigeria is mainly Muslim populated, significantly poorer, less developed, and
more frequently afflicted by violent attacks, including banditry by local criminal
gangs and attacks by terrorist organizations such as Boko Haram.
Regarding the political system, Nigeria introduced a federal republic system
based on the model of the United States with 36 states and a federal capital
territory. The president holds executive power and is both head of state and head
of government. Currently, Muhammadu Buhari holds the office of the Nigerian
president. He was first elected in 2015 and re-elected in 2019.
Nigeria is the most populous African country and generates the largest African
nominal GDP [24]. Nonetheless, it ranks low in the human development index
(HDI) [25], is one of the most corrupt countries (CPI) [26], and ranks lowest in
the World Internal Security & Police Index (WISPI) [27]. Further, its’ human
rights records remain poor (HRMI) [28]. These factors give rise to security crises
in nearly every part of the country. In the northeast of Nigeria, the Islamist
group Boko Haram has conducted attacks leading to over 30k fatalities so far
[29]. Further, in the northwest of Nigeria, a large amount of banditry takes
place, including kidnapping for ransom and cattle rustling [30]. In addition, in
the southeast of Nigeria, the Indigenous People of Biafra (IPOB) fight against
the military for independence [31]. Lastly, the north center of Nigeria, called the
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Middle Belt states, has been the scene of the long-lasting herder-farmer conflicts
between Fulani pastoralists and non-Fulani farmers[32].
As an answer to increasing banditry, the Nigerian government formed a Special Anti-Robbery Squad (SARS) in 1992. The main task of this squad is to
tackle violent gang crimes such as armed robbery and kidnapping. However, the
special force has been an object of criticism for multiple years by the public and
various organizations, including Amnesty International [33]. They accuse SARS
of a variety of human rights violations such as harassment, extortion, rape, torture, and extrajudicial killings [33]. Further, they summarize their actions as
systemic human rights violations perpetrated with impunity [34].
This level of violence, security threats, and impunity has led to the Nigerian
population speaking up against violence and irregularities in the government.
Over the last decade, Nigerians successfully organized mass protests that gained
international attention, increasing the pressure on the Nigerian government to
take action. For instance, as a reaction to the kidnapping of over 250 schoolgirls
in Chibok by Boko Haram, a Twitter campaign with the hashtag #BringBackOurGirls led to large-scale protests all over the world [35]. The escalating killings
by bandits in Zamfara state were countered by youth protests organized by the
’North is bleeding’ social media campaign [36]. Further, to oppose the human
rights violations by SARS, a Twitter campaign using the hashtag #EndSARS
evolved into a large-scale social movement that led to a series of mass protests
in Nigeria [9]. In addition, government irregularities, including corruption or
attempts to restrict freedom of expression, were countered by social media campaigns and mass protests such as the #RevolutionNow and the #AntiSocialMediaBill movement. Latter ended successfully in the suspension of the bill due to
massive criticism from Nigerian and international media [10].

1.2

Research Questions

Although online social movements have been analyzed in case studies for various
mass protests, quantitative analysis of online social movements on the African
continent tends to be underrepresented. Further, comparative analysis has been
limited to comparative case studies of typically only two prominent online social
movements.
This thesis’ main objective is to transition from studying individual social
movements to performing quantitative analyses using Big Data techniques. In
the context of Nigeria, we aim to shed light on the quantitative nature of relations
between online social movements and offline collective actions to develop a deeper
understanding of this relation.
Approaching this objective requires multiple steps of preparation. First, the
Nigerian Twitter landscape needs to be suitable for this quantitative analysis.
Hence, the first research question refers to an NLP-based exploratory analysis of
the Nigerian Twitter landscape:
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I) To which extent do politics and collective actions shape the Nigerian Twitter landscape?
Further, quantitative analysis requires a large number of social movements mapped
to their related protests. Therefore, the second research question targets the requirement of data integration, i.e., automatic mapping of online social movements
and offline collective actions:
II) How can online social movements be identified and automatically mapped to
related protests?
Based on the preceding steps, the main objective can be approached. The last
research question refers to the quantitative comparative analysis of the relations
between online social movements and offline collective actions using NLP and
network analysis methods, among others:
III) What is the nature of relations between online social movements and offline
collective actions?

1.3

Outline

Besides this introduction, the thesis is organized into five chapters. In Chapter
2 we explain the technical background and elaborate on prior related work. Further, we introduce the methodology in Chapter 3 including a description of the
employed data sets as well as a delineation of the experiments. In Chapter 4,
we present the results of our experiments. Subsequently, we discuss the results,
reflect on the limitations of our work and propose directions for future research
in Chapter 5. Finally, we conclude the thesis by summarizing our findings and
the answers to the proposed research questions in Chapter 6.

Chapter 2

Related Work

This chapter provides a detailed introduction to the relevant topics for this thesis
and discusses prior related work. First, Section 2.1 elaborates on the field of
Natural Language Processing. Second, in Section 2.2 advances in topic modeling
are discussed. Finally, Section 2.3 introduces the research field of Social Media
Analysis.

2.1

Natural Language Processing (NLP)

Natural Language Processing is a computerized approach that combines multiple
research fields such as linguistics, psychology, and computer science. It aims to
understand textual content to solve given tasks, including translation, classification, and question answering. Traditionally this field was dominated by simple
statistical models such as Support Vector Machines (SVM) and Logistic Regression. With advancements in neural network architecture, AI models started to
show superior performance in various NLP tasks, leading up to recent successes
of deep learning models such as BERT and its variations.
Most NLP approaches follow a given schema: Raw text is transformed into
numerical feature vectors, called text representations or embeddings, on which
learning models are then trained for a specific task. This chapter elaborates on
the evolution and the state-of-the-art of network architectures and text representations to contextualize methods applied in this thesis. In Section 2.1.1 the
evolution of network architectures is discussed. Subsequently, Section 2.1.2 elaborates the evolution of text representations. Last, Section 2.1.3 explains the deep
learning model BERT in more detail.

2.1.1

Neural network architectures

The architecture of neural networks has evolved significantly over the last decades
from simple feed-forward neural networks to complex transformer networks. In
the following, this evolution of network architecture is briefly discussed.
Feed-forward neural networks. Feed-forward neural networks (FFN) are also
called multi-layer perceptrons [37], since multiple sequential layers of perceptrons
5
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[38] aim to find non-linear patterns in data. Figure 2.1a shows a typical FFN
architecture which consists of one input layer, multiple hidden layers, and one
output layer. To each node in the hidden and output layer, a weighted activation
function is applied, such as sigmoid or tanh function [39], which transforms the
input into non-linear output. The weights are modified during training based on
the model’s loss, which captures the discordance between the model prediction
and the true value.
Recurrent neural networks. The simple feed-forward architecture is not able to
consider the order of input data which is a disadvantage when dealing with sequential data such as sentences. Since different order of words in a sentence can
change its meaning, taking the word order into account is crucial for NLP tasks.
Hence, recurrent neural networks (RNN)[40] were developed, which conserve the
activation values of prior data points by consecutively connecting nodes of hidden
layers as shown in Figure 2.1b. A variation of the RNN architecture is the long
short-term memory architecture (LSTM) [41]. Every hidden node includes input,
forget, and output gates that determine which information from preceding nodes
should be considered to compute the next hidden state.

(a) Fully connected feedforward network

(b) Recurrent Neural Network

Figure 2.1: Two basic neural network architectures [39].
Encoder-Decoder. In encoder-decoder architectures [42] two RNNs are combined
into one model as shown in Figure 2.2a. One RNN encodes the input sequence
into a vector representation of fixed length while the other decodes this representation into an output, such as another sequence for sequence-to-sequence
NLP tasks (e.g., machine translation). Since the encoder and decoder are jointly
trained, the vector representation is also optimized for the given task. A drawback of this basic encoder-decoder architecture is that it cannot remember longer
sentences. The compression of a large amount of information into a fixed-length
vector representation is difficult when the model does not know what to pay
attention to [43].
In order to bypass this drawback, an attention mechanism [43] was introduced
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(b) Bahdenau attention mechanism [43].

Figure 2.2: Encoder-Decoder Components: Schematic architecture and attention
mechanism.
that enables the model to pay attention to specific parts of the input sequence.
By using an attention mechanism, the model can search itself for positions in the
sequence that are most relevant for the given task. An additive attention layer,
as shown in Figure 2.2b allows the decoder to use the output of each hidden state
rather than summarizing the input sequence into one single vector. Qualitative
analysis of attention weights produced by a textual entailment model showed that
this attention mechanism successfully pays attention to semantically coherent or
contradicting words [44], similar to human intuition.
Transformers. The status-quo of language models was challenged by the introduction of transformer networks [45]. This architecture, shown in Figure 2.3,
follows an encoder-decoder architecture relying only on the attention mechanism
in combination with traditional feed-forward neural networks rather than applying RNN encoder and decoders.
Typically, an additive attention layer referred to as encoder-decoder attention
is applied to the decoder. Further attention layers are applied for both the encoder and decoder, referred to as multi-head self-attention layers. Self-attention is
a form of attention located within an encoder or decoder rather than in between.
Thus, for any individual unit of the sequence, such as a word, this mechanism
identifies relevant units of the same input, such as its context words, as shown
in Figure 2.4a. Multi-headed self attention allows multiple self-attentions to run
in parallel (see Figure 2.4b). Each attention head can capture a different property which ensures that also long-distance dependencies are considered [45]. This
transformer architecture was applied successfully in various language models such
as GPT-2 [46] and BERT [47].
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Figure 2.3: Transformer Architecture [45].

(a) Self-attention [48]

(b) Multi-head self-attention [45]

Figure 2.4: Attention mechanism applied for Transformers.

2.1.2

Text representations

In order to apply learning models to text data for NLP tasks, the text is represented numerically. Similar to network architectures, text representation approaches evolved from simple count-based to complex prediction-based techniques. In this Section, notable representations from both approaches are elaborated.
Count-based representations. The simplest count-based representation, referred
to as the Bag of Words (BoW) method, determines word vectors based on the frequency of word occurrences in documents. Originally, this approach was applied
for computing document similarity, and thus, the word counts represented document features [49]. However, by using the term frequencies over all documents,
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also word representations can be computed.
More advanced methods such as TF-IDF [50] enhance these simple representations by weighing the terms. TF-IDF multiplies the term frequency (TF) in a
document with the inverse document frequency (IDF) determined by the number
of documents containing this term. Thus, unique words are assigned higher values in comparison to a simple BoW representation. Nonetheless, both methods
are unable to capture the context of words. By adding n-grams to the vocabulary,
the context can be incorporated to some extent.
In order to enhance context capturing, co-occurrence matrices of the words
can be considered. However, since co-occurrence matrices are sparse, dimension reduction techniques are required for further efficient computations. This
approach is successfully applied in GloVe [51] which combines the sparse cooccurrence matrices efficiently with least-squares optimization.
Prediction-based representation. Prediction-based representations employ a supervised approach to obtain word vectors based on a training corpus. Instead
of requiring dimension reduction techniques, the word vectors are dense by construction. Prediction-based representations can be divided into two categories:
static representations that apply the same word vector for all appearances of a
word and contextualized representations that apply a word vector dynamically
based on the context it appears in.
One of the most successful static prediction-based representations is Word2Vec
[52] which is an application of a continuous BoW model (cBoW) or a continuous skip-gram model. The continuous BoW model aims to predict a word based
on its surrounding words. In contrast, the continuous skip-gram model aims to
predict the context based on the target word. A drawback of this method is
that words not contained in the training corpus are not assigned appropriate
word representations. FastText [53] solves this issue by computing vectors for
n-grams of characters instead of words and outperforms Word2Vec, especially
when trained on an insufficient training corpus. However, the performance of
static representations is limited since each word has the same vector regardless
of the context.
Contextualized embeddings determine word embeddings dynamically depending on the context they appear in. ELMo [54] and Flair [55] both use bidirectional
LSTMs for transforming text information into context vectors. Similar to the
previous static representations, they differ in the embedding level with ELMo
computing word-level embeddings and Flair computing character-level embeddings. Since both approaches rely on LSTM architecture, they are limited by
the RNN drawbacks. The transformer architecture avoids this drawback. Hence,
efficient state-of-the-art approaches use transformers for computing contextualized word embeddings by using the hidden representation of the encoder as word
embedding. One of the most successful applications of this approach is BERT
[47] which will be discussed in more detail in the following Section 2.1.3.
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BERT

Bidirectional Encoder Representation Transformer (BERT) learns bidirectional
text representations based on the encoder of its transformer architecture. Hence,
it relies on multi-head self-attention layers instead of RNNs. Due to its architecture, it pre-trains deep bidirectional word representations on unlabeled text.
Thus, this pre-trained model can be fine-tuned by adding an output layer for
various NLP tasks such as sentiment analysis and named entity recognition.
Architecture. The architecture of BERT follows a multi-layer bidirectional Transformer encoder architecture, i.e., it stacks L identical Transformer encoder layers
[45]. Each encoder contains a multi-head self-attention layer followed by a simple,
fully connected feed-forward network.
Input representation. The input text is represented by WordPiece embeddings
[56] instead of word embeddings which provides a balance between model flexibility and efficiency. Thus, it enables the representation of unknown words while
preventing a complexity similar to character-based models.
The input is expanded by adding special tokens: a classification token [CLS]
at the start of each input sequence and a separation token [SEP] at the end of
each sentence. The final hidden state corresponding to the [CLS]-token is used
for classification tasks as aggregated sequence representation.
The total input embedding layer consists of token, segment, and position embeddings as shown in Figure 2.5. The token embedding contains each WordPiece
and special token embedding. The segment embedding is added when dealing
with sentence pairs indicating which sentence a token belongs to. Lastly, the
position embedding contains information on the token position within the input
sequence.

Figure 2.5: Input representation for BERT [47]
Pre-training. Using these input representations, BERT is pre-trained simultaneously on two unsupervised NLP tasks: masked language modeling (MLM) and
next sentence prediction (NSP). For MLM, 15% of the input tokens are masked,
and the model predicts a token based on its context tokens. Subsequently, for
NSP, the model predicts if a sentence B follows an input sentence A. While the
model learns the relationship of words in context with the first task, the second
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task enables the model to understand the relationship between sentences [47].
For English, two pre-trained models called BERT-base and BERT-large are
available. Both were trained on 16 GB of data containing a corpus of 3.300 million
words. While BERT-base consists of 12 encoder layers, each with 12 attention
heads, BERT-large consists of 24 encoder layers, each with 16 attention heads.
Downstream tasks. In order to apply BERT to downstream tasks, two main
approaches are used: feature-based and fine-tuning.
For feature-based approaches, the pre-trained model weights are used for computing BERT embeddings without updating the model weights. Similar to other
text embeddings, BERT embeddings can be used as input for various models.
The embeddings can be extracted using various approaches depending on the
task, such as simply extracting outputs from a specific layer or taking a weighted
sum of multiple hidden layers. [47]
In contrast to the feature-based approach, fine-tuning updates model weights.
The model is fine-tuned on a downstream task by adding a task-specific layer on
BERT’s transformer stack. Fine-tuning allows the text representation to learn
task-specific characteristics.
BERT-inspired models. Since the introduction of BERT, multiple variants have
been developed that improve its performance for selected NLP tasks.
For instance, the Robustly Optimized BERT Pre-Training Approach (RoBERTa)
[57] improves the performance for various NLP tasks, including language understanding. It pre-trains on masked language modeling only and is trained on
160GB of data. Further, domain-specific variants of BERT were introduced by
pre-training on domain-specific data only to improve its performance for domain
tasks. In this context, Twitter models were pre-trained to adapt to the challenging language nature of social media, such as being noisily user-generated and
restricted by character limits [58]. For tasks such as semantic textual similarity
(STS), BERT’s architecture causes a massive computational overhead. SentenceBERT [59] modifies BERT by using “siamese and triplet network structures for
deriving semantically meaningful sentence embeddings that can be easily compared using cosine-similarity” [59]. Thus, Sentence-BERT improved the computation efficiency on STS significantly.

2.2

Topic Modeling

As a standard approach for exploratory document analysis, topic modeling is
an unsupervised tool for identifying common themes and underlying narratives
in text [60]. It aims to discover latent topics within the text corpus, with each
describing an interpretable semantic concept [61]. Topic modeling approaches followed the evolution of NLP from conventional topic models using bag-of-words
representations to neural topic models using complex prediction-based represen-
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tations. The following briefly elaborates on both conventional and neural topic
models.
Conventional topic models. Conventional topic models represent each document
as bag-of-words and assume each document to be a mixture of latent topics.
The most commonly used conventional topic model is Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [62] belonging to the Bayesian probabilistic topic models. This model
generates a document using latent variables sampled from a pre-defined distribution based on Bayes’ theorem. Models learn the latent variables using a Bayesian
inference process. This inference process brings two major disadvantages when
dealing with large data. First, it requires careful customization. Second, its complexity grows significantly with model complexity. Consequently, it does not scale
on large text collections. Another type of conventional topic model is based on
Non-Negative Matrix Factorization (NMF) [63] which decomposes the documentword representation into a topic-document matrix and a word-topic matrix using
techniques from linear algebra and multivariate analysis.
Besides lacking scalability, the conventional methods typically rely on bag-ofwords representations of documents that disregard the context of words. Consequently, these models might fail to capture the semantics of a document accurately.
Neural topic models. In order to overcome this lack of context, neural topic
models have become increasingly successful in leveraging neural networks. Instead of relying on bag-of-words representations of documents, these newer topic
models use contextual word and sentence embeddings, such as BERT [47], in
order to capture semantic properties and embed similar texts close to each other.
Since vector embeddings of documents enable straightforward similarity measurements between documents, various topic modeling concepts are primarily
based on clustering document embeddings [64, 65, 66]. Initial algorithms clustered the embeddings using the hierarchical clustering algorithm HDBSCAN [67]
and then extracted the topic representations based on words close to its cluster
centroid [65, 68]. Hence, this approach assumes that words close to a cluster
centroid represent the cluster. However, an HDBSCAN cluster does not always
lie in a sphere around the centroid.
In order to overcome this topic representation issue, neural topic modeling concepts were combined with conventional text representation techniques.
For instance, BERTopic [69] computes document embeddings using SentenceBERT[59], reduces their dimensionality using UMAP[70] and clusters them into
topics using HDBSCAN [67]. In order to compute the topic representation, it
merges all documents of a topic into one document and computes their TF-IDF
representation (see Section 2.1.2).
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Social Media Analysis

The emergence of online social media platforms has drastically changed communication between individuals and groups. Social media platforms enable different
forms of communication that evolve from the platform’s regulations and limitations. For instance, micro-blogging platforms limit shared information to a
short-text format suitable for sharing brief information and opinions.
By analyzing social media data, researchers aim to obtain a deeper understanding of the public’s behavior. Popular analysis approaches include opinion
mining, information extraction, emotion analysis, and event detection. Results
of these analyses can be employed for various tasks, including research in social
sciences, preventing misuse of social network platforms, and supporting decisionmaking in companies.
Since data obtained from a social network platform differs from conventional
data, applying conventional data analysis tools obtains only mediocre results [58].
Social media data is user-generated, fast-paced, and shows particularities of the
respective platform. These platform-specific deviations from conventional data
are a challenge for conventional analysis models. Hence, they need to be adapted
to perform well on social media data, e.g., by training NLP models specifically
on the platform’s data.
In addition to the shared content, social media data contains meta-information
on the sharing process, such as Spatio-temporal attributes, information on the
content’s author, and user interactions via replying, forwarding, and mentioning other users. The different forms of information give rise to various analysis
approaches such as sentiment analysis on textual data, volume analysis on Spatiotemporal data, and social network analysis on interaction data. These analysis
approaches can be combined for solving complex tasks such as event detection
and social event analysis. In the following, these two tasks are elaborated on
in more detail. Section 2.3.1 summarizes recent innovations in event detection.
Following, in Section 2.3.2 approaches and results of protest analyses as example
application for social event analysis are discussed.

2.3.1

Event Detection on Social Media Data

Social media platforms enable users to share information on real-world events
in real-time, even before traditional news outlets release them. Detecting such
events in social media data allows researchers to monitor real-world events and
develop a deeper understanding of the public’s perception.
Event detection on social media data can be defined as detecting an occurrence causing an abnormal change in the volume of social media data that
discusses the associated topic at a specific time [71]. Due to the noisy content,
fast-changing topics, and large data volumes, event detection on social media is
particularly challenging [72, 73].
Based on the available information about events, event detection methods are
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divided into specified and unspecified methods [74]. Specified methods employ
specific information on the event, such as location, time, and description. In
contrast, unspecified methods employ no preliminary event information but rely
on the social media stream only to detect event-related occurrences.
Specified event detection methods were introduced for detecting various types
of events in offline or online manner including natural disasters [75], controversial
events [76], musical concerts and festivals [77, 78]. Prior knowledge of the event,
such as time and location, can be used to focus on a potentially relevant subset of
tweets. By determining the characteristics of an event, event-specific features can
be monitored that improve event detection. For instance, an increase in human
mobility could be related to a natural disaster [79], the usage of artist and venue
city names indicates musical concerts [77], and the change in acceleration in the
growth of online communities could imply large-scale protests [80].
In general, offline specified event detection consists of five phases [81]. Initially, social media data is collected, and the raw data is pre-processed. Subsequently, appropriate event-specific features are selected. Based on the similarity
of these features, the data is clustered into topics. Finally, an event module decides if a given topic is detected as an event. Methods and models used in the
individual phases strongly depend on the events of interest.

2.3.2

Protest Analysis on Social Media Data

State-of-the-art protest analysis on social media is mainly restricted to qualitative
analysis of a major online social movement related to large-scale protests such
as the ’BlackLivesMatter’ [13], and ’OccupyWallStreet’ [82] movements in the
USA, the ’umbrella’ movement in Hong Kong [83], and the ’social outburst’ of
youths in Chile [84]. While some analyses aim to gain a deeper understanding
of one specific protest [82, 13], others aim to derive transferable insights into the
connection between protest, and online social movement that can be validated
on other protests of similar nature [85, 16].
Prior to the analysis, social media data on the protest needs to be extracted
from the respective social media platform. In general, it is collected using one or
more multiple hashtags that are known to have been used in the context of the
protest. For instance, hashtags containing ’BlackLivesMatter’ as prefix such as
’BlackLivesMatterSTL’ and ’BlackLivesMatterFerguson’ were used for collecting
data on the ’BlackLivesMatter’ movement [13]. After collecting data, various
features can be computed. Hashtags can be extracted and clustered into different
types of hashtags providing information on different opinions or perspectives on
the protest among the public [13]. Another popular approach constructs a social
network from user interaction contained in the data. By analyzing the network
structure, propositions are made on several protest aspects, including the nature
of most active social media accounts [82], the decentralized structure of largescale international social movements [22], and the network structure’s effect on
protest participation [85, 16]

Chapter 3

Methodology

3.1

Data Collection

This thesis’s exploratory and analytical approaches combine conflict data with
social media data. For information on conflicts, political violence and protests
in Nigeria a data collection by the non-profit organization ”The Armed Conflict
Location & Event Data Project” (ACLED)[86] was employed (see Section 3.1.1).
The social media data collection was self-constructed by scraping Nigerian Twitter data (see Section 3.1.2). On top of these two main data sources, some analysis
steps require context information, such as Nigerian city and state names, which
was collected from various data sources (see Section 3.1.3)

3.1.1

Conflict Data

ACLED collects real-time data on political violence events (battles, remote violence, violence against civilians), demonstrations (protests, riots), and selected
politically relevant non-violent events. The data is collected by data experts
worldwide using local, regional, and national sources [86]. Unit of observation is
the event involving actors, location, and a specific date [87].
ACLED has covered Nigeria since January 1997 [88]. The organization is constantly backcoding conflict data. Hence the number of registered events can still
increase for the past years in the future [87]. Up to the extraction of the ACLED
dataset on 25 October 2021, roughly 24k data points in Nigeria were registered
since the start of coverage. Figure 3.1 shows the increasing number of registered
events taking place per year over the past 20 years and their location distribution
over Nigeria for 2020 as an example year. Besides the violent political events, the
number of demonstrations increased significantly, reaching 858 protests in 2020.
This thesis will focus on the last five years of the social media era, i.e., 2016
to 2020. Due to the Twitter ban in Nigeria from 5 June 2021 to 13 January
2022, we exclude the year 2021 from consideration. In total, 2848 protests were
registered in Nigeria between 2016 and 2020.
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(b) Geographic distribution

Figure 3.1: Registered events in Nigeria by ACLED. The number of registered
events in Nigeria has increased significantly since the start of coverage in 1997
up until 2020. The events are distributed over Nigeria with hotspots in certain
areas such as the east-north and around the capital city Abuja in the centre. The
circle sizes correspond to the number of events sharing the same location.

3.1.2

Social Media Data

The micro-blogging platform Twitter was employed as the social media data
source. For this thesis, we constructed two different data collections of tweets
created between 2016 and 2020: a collection of Nigerian geotagged tweets by
Nigerian Twitter users and a collection of tweets restricted to selected hashtags.
For scraping, the Twitter-scraping tool TWINT [89] was employed. We customized TWINT to scrape geotags and user information of the tweet authors.
Geo-restricted collection. For exploratory analysis of the Nigerian Twitter landscape, the geo-restricted collection contains only tweets by Nigerian users geotagged with a location within Nigeria. The ratio of geotagged tweets varies by
topic but is assumed to be only 1-2% of all tweets available by the Twitter API
[90]. Hence, this geo-restricted collection aims not to achieve completeness but
rather to provide a basis for capturing local trends.
Twitter only allows a search for geotagged tweets within a radius around a
central point. The radius and central point were defined so that the spanning
circle covers the entire Nigeria as shown in Figure 3.2. In addition to the tweet
text, further information such as geo-locations, timestamp of tweet creation, and
user information of the tweet author were extracted. In order to restrict the tweet
collection to Nigerian Twitter users, the scraped tweets were further filtered for
users that stated a profile location containing ’Nigeria’, ’NG’, a Nigerian state
name, or a Nigerian city name (see Section 3.1.3). This data set contains 28M of
tweets in total, starting at 8.4k tweets per day on average in 2016 and reaching
up to 26.8k tweets per day on average in 2020.
Hashtag-restricted collection. For a detailed analysis of selected Nigerian online social movements, tweets containing selected hashtags were scraped for pre-
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Figure 3.2: Geographic circle for scraping tweets with geotags by geo-location.
determined time spans as delineated in Section 3.4. As for the geo-restricted data
set, it contains the tweet text, tweet meta-data, such as the tweet timestamp and
language, as well as user information on the tweet author. This data set contains
505M of tweets between 2016 and 2020 distributed over 2988 hashtags.

3.1.3

Other Data

In order to restrict the geo-referenced Twitter collection to Nigerian tweets, names
of Nigerian cities and states were collected from [91]. The data set includes names
of the largest 745 cities, 36 state names, and one federal capital territory.
For filtering political topics in Section 3.3, words related to ’politics’ were
scraped from [92]. The political word collection contains the most related 500
words and includes a similarity score for each word towards ’politics’.
For training a customized GloVe model, we employ a small corpus consisting
of the first 100M characters of Wikipedia [93]. It is extended by the protest
descriptions contained in the ACLED data set. The dictionary is further used
for constructing a word dictionary in order to split hashtags into sub-words in
Section 3.4.

3.2

Data Preparation

The tweet texts are further filtered and pre-processed using common pre-processing
approaches to enable accurate text analysis.
In order to maximize information content in tweets used for exploratory analysis, only English tweets with a minimum length of ten words are considered.
Further, at most 50% of the tweets’ word counts are allowed to consist of emojis
and user mentions. This filtering step is only applied to tasks involving NLP
models. For tweet frequency analysis, all tweets are employed.
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The NLP pre-processing involves converting cases to lower case, removing
URLs and annotations, and translating emojis into text. An example of an
original and pre-processed tweet is given below.
”I so much admire him.♡ @bukolasaraki #8thSenate
https://t.co/N0sKml1Rmv”
↓
”i so much admire him. :red heart: 8thsenate”

3.3

Topic Modeling

To understand the Nigerian Twitter landscape and its relation to conflicts and
protests, we first perform an exploratory analysis on the geo-restricted Twitter data set. This exploratory approach aims to determine what Nigerians are
tweeting about, which political topics are discussed online, and whether protest
discussions can be identified within this extensive Twitter data set. We combine
a BERT-based topic modeling approach with a political similarity rank.
The approach for topic modeling consists of three phases shown in Figure 3.3.
First, a topic model is fitted on a subset of tweets sampled uniformly at random
for each month. Second, the reduced topic model predicts topics for all tweets
of the respective and previous month. Third, the topics are ranked based on a
political similarity score. In the following, the individual steps are explained in
more detail.

Figure 3.3: Pipeline for topic modeling consisting of three phases: Phase I fits the
topic model to the tweets of a month. Phase II predicts the topics for all tweets
of the month and the preceding month. Phase III ranks the topic by political
similarity. Consequently, the top-ranked topics refer to the most political topics.

Fitting Topics. For modeling topics based on the geo-restricted Twitter data,
the transformer-based topic model BERTopic [69] is employed. This model embeds all tweets as BERT embeddings and reduces the embedding dimension using
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UMAP [70]. Based on similarities between the tweet embeddings in the lower
dimension, clusters are computed via the hierarchical clustering algorithm HDBSCAN [67]. For each topic, it merges all tweets into one document and computes
its topic representation via TF-IDF [50]. We model the topics on a subset of
130k tweets for each month sampled uniformly at random for efficiency.
Predict Topics. The modeled topics are used to predict topics for all tweets
of each month. Topics are also predicted for the preceding month to capture
the emergence of topics that started the month before. The topic for a tweet
is predicted by computing its BERT-embedding, reducing the dimension using
UMAP, and predicting the HDBSCAN cluster it belongs to.
Ranking Political Topics. In order to explore political discussions on Twitter,
we determine to which extent the topics are related to politics based on political similarity scores. First, we extract the top 10 important words and their
importance scores for each topic based on its TF-IDF representation. As topic
embedding, we compute the weighted average of their customized Glove embeddings (see Section 3.1.3) using their importance scores as weights.
The scores for all topics are computed via weighted averages of the cosinesimilarity between the Glove embeddings of 500 political words (see Section 3.1.3)
and the topic embeddings.
Topic Analysis. For a preliminary exploration of the Nigerian Twitter landscape, we combine topics by merging the smallest topic with its most similar
topic based on their TF-IDF representations until only 20 topics are left. These
20 topics per month are labeled manually with general subjects. The following
general subjects are selected based on a short look-through of the data: appearance, congratulations, education, entertainment, feelings, food, online marketing,
Nigeria, politics, religion, sports, traffic, Twitter, and weather.
After the preliminary exploration, we analyze what kind of political topics are
discussed heavily online using the more political topics based on the originally
modeled topics. We qualitatively examine the top 5 political topics containing
more than 500 tweets for three sample months in 2019. For each topic, we check
whether a real-world event is related to it by performing online news research
based on the topic’s most important TF-IDF words and its time frame.

3.4

Automatized Tweet-Protest Mapping

Results of the exploratory analysis (see Section 4.1) indicate that Twitter has
been used as a communication tool by various social movements that led up to
offline collective actions in Nigeria.
We introduce an approach for automatically detecting and mapping online
social movements related to protests of interest contained in the ACLED data
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set in order to enable a quantitative comparative analysis.

Figure 3.4: Process of Automatized Tweet-Protest Mapping: Potentially relevant
hashtags are identified using a comparison of protest information and modeled
topic representations. Tweets for the relevant hashtags are scraped, filtered, and
clustered into online social movements that get subsequently mapped to protests.
The approach consists of five sequential steps shown in Figure 3.4. At first,
hashtags that are potentially related to protests are identified. The corresponding tweets are extracted, followed by filtering and clustering the hashtag-tweet
collections into online movements. Finally, these online movements are mapped
to protests. In the following, the individual steps are described in more detail.
I: Identifying Hashtag Candidates. For determining hashtags that are potentially
related to protests, topic models computed on the geo-referenced tweet collection
in Section 3.3 are connected to the protest data set via content comparison.
For each protest, the protest data set contains a short note by the registrant
that describes its cause and the protesters, as well as police intervention if applicable. We embed the protest note by computing the average GloVe embedding
of all words contained in the protest note, excluding stopwords, most common
words, and temporal information. For each topic, we extract the top 10 important TF-IDF words and embed the topic by computing a weighted average of
these words using the word importance scores as weights.
By computing the cosine-similarity between the protest and topic embeddings
per month, we determine the topics in the time interval of the protest that are
similar to the protest descriptions. All hashtags occurring in the five most similar
topics per protest are collected in a monthly hashtag candidate set. Hence, the
monthly hashtag candidate set contains hashtags that are potentially related to
protests in the respective month.
II: Scraping Tweets for Hashtag Candidates. For each hashtag in the candidate sets, a time span is determined by identifying the first and the last month
it occurs in the candidate sets. By considering the months of occurrences and
the months in between, we take long-term online social movements into account
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that lead to various timely separated protests.
Since the geo-referenced data set is strongly restricted by the geo-tag requirement, it lacks complete coverage of online social movements. Here, we omit this
requirement since we assume that hashtags related to Nigerian protests are specific enough to cover Nigerian events only. Hence, we can enrich the social media
data set by scraping all tweets containing the hashtag during the determined time
span for each hashtag. The resulting hashtag-restricted data set is described in
more detail in Section 3.1.2.
III: Filtering Hashtag Candidates. For omitting non-bursting hashtags from the
following steps, we apply Kleinberg’s burst detection algorithm [94]. The algorithm identifies time periods in which a target event, in this case, tweet posting,
is uncharacteristically frequent.
IV: Clustering Hashtag Candidates to Movements. Online social movements often use not only one hashtag but multiple hashtags containing either different
information on the movement’s cause or slight variations of the same hashtag.
Thus, instead of individual hashtags, online movements are the unit of interest for
mapping tweets to protests. Hence, we cluster hashtags into online movements
based on content and time series similarity. For measuring content similarity, we
compute TF-IDF representations on the hashtag-restricted data set, which determines for each word how often it appears in a hashtag-tweet collection relative
to all hashtag-tweet collections. We compute the similarity between these TFIDF representations and apply the hierarchical clustering algorithm HDBSCAN
[67] in order to determine clusters of hashtags related to similar content. Since
some content is repeatedly associated with protests such as sexual harassment
or police violence, these clusters of hashtags get further divided using time series
similarity. Hashtags belonging to the same online social movement trend roughly
simultaneously. Thus, for all hashtag-tweet collections in a content cluster, we
compute the euclidean distances between their normalized daily tweet counts.
On this distance measure, we apply hierarchical clustering once more to identify
clusters with roughly simultaneous trends. Finally, we obtain clusters of hashtags
and tweets that discuss similar content and show similar temporal trends. In the
following, we will refer to these clusters as movements.
V: Mapping Movements to Protests. An online social movement can lead to
one or multiple protests, while one protest is typically related to at most one online social movement. Thus, we map each protest to at most one movement. For
this, we compare two different approaches: string and embedding comparison.
The string comparison approach assumes that the set of hashtags or, respectively, the set of the best describing words of an online movement related to
a protest contains the most important buzzwords that characterize the protest,
such as its main trigger, its goal, or the main affected. We map the protest to
the online movement with the highest ratio of best-describing words occurring in
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the protest note. A hashtag occurs in the protest note if at least half of its subwords, excluding stopwords and most common hashtag subwords, are contained
in the protest note. We compute hashtag subwords by probabilistically splitting
hashtags based on relative word frequencies. The most likely split of a hashtag
maximizes the aggregated probability of the individual words and is thus easily
computable using dynamic programming. As a dictionary, we employ an English
Wikipedia dictionary that we extend with words contained in the protest notes in
order to cover protest-specific and Nigerian words and names (see Section 3.1.3).
The embedding comparison approach assumes that the aggregated embedding
of a movement’s most important TF-IDF words is similar to the embedding
of the words describing the related protest. Similar to the topic embeddings,
we compute the movement embeddings by computing the weighted average of
their most important TF-IDF words. For each movement, we extract the best
describing words by applying a minimum threshold of 0.01 to its TF-IDF word
importance scores. Table 3.1 shows the 20 most important words and their
importance score for one example movement. The protest note is embedded
TF-IDF Word
onnoghen
cjn
cct
suspension
onnoghens
justice
njc
walter
court
onnoghensuspension
chief
onnoghentrial
suspended
trial
buhari
law
mbuhari
nigeria
tyrantbuhari
judiciary

Importance Score
0.125
0.101
0.029
0.020
0.017
0.015
0.013
0.013
0.012
0.011
0.011
0.010
0.009
0.009
0.009
0.009
0.008
0.007
0.007
0.007

Table 3.1: Most important words for sample online movement against the suspension of the chief of justice Walter Onnoghen using the following hashtags:
’#onnoghensuspension’, ’#onnoghen’, ’#cjn’. Only words with importance
scores above 0.01 are considered during the embedding comparison.
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by determining the relevant words excluding stop words, most common protest
words, and temporal information. We compare two techniques for computing
the similarity between protest words and movement embeddings: For the first
technique, we map the protest to the most similar movement based on cosinesimilarity between the mean of the protest word embeddings and the movement
embeddings. For the second technique, we compute the cosine-similarity between
the movement embeddings and each protest word separately, combine the meancentered similarities per movement via max-pooling and map the protest to the
most similar movement. In other words, the first approach maps the protest
to the movement that is most similar to the combination of protest words. In
contrast, the second approach maps the protest to the movement that is highly
similar to a protest word that is not similar to most other movement embeddings.
The mapping approaches are compared on a subset of 200 protests sampled
uniformly at random from the ACLED protest data set of 2019. We manually
labeled protests with hashtags, if applicable, by performing a Twitter search
for protest words during the days around the protest. The mapping quality is
determined by computing recall, precision, and f1-score of the mappings.

3.5

Inter-Protest-Analysis

To identify similarities and dissimilarities among the movement-protest pairs, we
perform a comparative analysis of selected features. We aggregate features per
day to avoid measuring daily fluctuations. Further, we refer to the number of
tweets per day as Twitter volume.
Preliminary Pattern Analysis.
Initially, we identify categories of movement-protest mappings based on movement duration and the temporal relation between the Twitter volume peak date
dpeak and the protest dprotest .
First, we analyze the distribution of movement duration among all movementprotest mappings. Here, the movement duration is defined as the number of days
between the start of the initial burst detected by Kleinberg’s burst algorithm [94]
(see 3.4) and the end of the last detected burst.
Further, we analyze the Twitter volume trend and the distribution of movementprotest pairs among three categories of relationships between Twitter volume
peak date dpeak and the respective protest date dprotest as shown in Table 3.2.
The date dpeak of the Twitter volume peak is determined by identifying the date
of maximal Twitter volume within ten days before and after the protest date
dprotest . Restricting this time interval enables the detection of multiple peaks of
a movement corresponding to timely separated protests. The number of days
between the Twitter volume peak date and the protest date is referred to as
∆ = dpeak − dprotest .
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Category
I
II
III

Condition
dpeak < dprotest , ∆ > 0
dpeak = dprotest , ∆ = 0
dpeak > dprotest , ∆ < 0

Table 3.2: Categories of short-term movement-protest mappings based on the
temporal relation between Twitter volume peak date dpeak and the respective
protest date dprotest .
Category I refers to movements that emerge before the protest takes place.
Thus, they enable a retracing of the online discussion leading up to the protest.
Movement-protest pairs of Category II simultaneously emerge, i.e., the online
movement peaks on the day of the protest. Lastly, Category III refers to online
movements emerging after a protest.
Feature Computation.
For the comparative analysis, we compute various features employing different
aspects of the collected data. We capture Twitter volume trends, user engagement, and the discussion mood.
Twitter Volume Trend. The general relationship between movement trend and
protest day is analyzed via the Twitter volume trend. For each movement-protest
pair, we determine the Twitter volume at its peak day, referred to as npeak and
on the protest day, referred to as nprotest .
User Engagement. We examine the user engagement via multiple features using the user metadata and the @mention meta-data of tweets.
Based on the user meta-data, we compute user activity, the ratio of new
movement participants per day, user accounts’ ages, and the ratio of Nigerian
users. First, for each day of a movement, the user activity is determined, i.e.,
the number of tweets a user creates per day. Further, for analyzing the stability
of the user base, the ratio of users joining the movement’s online discussion for
the first time is computed. In order to examine the age of Twitter accounts and
determine the number of ”freshly” created accounts, we compute the age of the
user account on the protest date. Here, we define ”freshly” created accounts as
accounts created within ten days preceding the protest. Further, for analyzing
the extent of national vs. international attention of a movement, we determine
the ratio of users that state user locations assignable to locations within Nigeria.
Since the user manually enters the user location in clear text, we renounce interpreting the total numbers or ratios but focus only on differences between them
during comparisons.
Using the @mention-metadata of tweets, we analyze the interaction among
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movement participants. We construct movement networks from the set of annotations per day. Twitter accounts are modeled as nodes connected via a directed
edge if a Twitter account mentions another. Hence, the resulting network is a
directed multigraph. We analyze the network’s hierarchy structure by determining the extent to which the networks exhibit a flow hierarchy structure [95]. The
hierarchy metric takes on values in [0, 1] with 1 referring to a strong hierarchical
structure and 0 referring to the absence of a hierarchical structure. Further, we
analyze the centrality of networks using two centrality metrics: indegree and outdegree centrality. Indegree centrality measures how central a node is regarding
the number of incoming edges. In contrast, outdegree centrality measures the
centrality of nodes regarding the number of outgoing edges. Consequently, nodes
with a high indegree centrality correspond to Twitter accounts being frequently
mentioned by others, while nodes with a high outdegree centrality correspond to
Twitter accounts mentioning others frequently. For network visualizations, we
use the analysis and visualization software visone [96] and compute layouts via
stress minimization.
Mood of Discussion. In order to grasp the mood of a movement discussion,
the tweet sentiments are computed. For this, we employ a RoBERTa-based sentiment classification model trained on Twitter data only [58]. The classification
model assigns each tweet a probability score for being of negative, neutral, or
positive sentiment.
Feature Analysis.
We analyze features by aggregating over movement-protest pairs. Based on the
aggregated features, we compare trends as the movements evolve and analyze dependencies on the number of days ∆ between features of the Twitter volume peak
day and the protest day. Further, we analyze the development of selected aggregated features over the years. Lastly, we compare aggregated features between
two selected categories of movement-protest mappings.
In addition, we analyze the nature of protests mapped to online movements
by comparing their geographic distributions and their distribution among protest
types (peaceful, with intervention, excessive force) to the respective distributions
of all registered protests.

Chapter 4

Results

This chapter presents the results in three sections. First, the modeled topics
are explored in Section 4.1. Subsequently, the mapping approaches of tweets
to protests are evaluated in Section 4.2. Finally, we provide the results of the
comparative analysis in Section 4.3.

4.1

Topic Modeling

In general, our approach models a large number of small sized topics. The number
of modelled topics increases from 850 topics on average per month in 2016 to 1050
topics on average per month in 2020. Similarly, the average number of tweets per
topic increases from 45 tweets per topic in 2016 to 65 tweets per topic in 2020.
The manually determined distribution of categories among the reduced topics
for 2019 as sample year is shown in Figure 4.1. Predominantly, entertainment
topics are discussed, followed by feelings and sports. In addition, politics, appearance and religion are frequent topics on Nigerian Twitter.

Figure 4.1: General topic categories in 2019 identified by manually labeling the
20 reduced topics with selected categories.
Table 4.1 presents the 5 most political topics containing more than 500 tweets
for three months of 2019. Each topic description is formulated based on a qual26
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itative news research using the topic’s most important TF-IDF words and the
topic’s time frame.
2019-01
Nigerian election
Presidential debate
Election campaigns
Buhari
Onnoghen suspension

2019-02
Nigerian government
American politics
PDP campaign
Vote motivation
Nigerian elections

2019-03
International women’s day
Governor elections
Lagos building collapse
Onnoghen tribunal
Kano elections

Table 4.1: Mapping of top 20 ranked topics in regards of political similarity to
real-world events for three example months in 2019.
Notably, for each month, the most political topics in Table 4.1 contain at
least one topic related to a protest. For instance, a protest against the suspension
of the Chief of Justice Walter Onnoghen took place in January 2019, multiple
protests encouraging peaceful voting in the Nigerian elections were organized in
February 2019, and protests against irregularities during the governor elections
took place in March 2019. However, for none of these manually detected topics
related to protests the word ’protest’ appears in the 10 most important topic
words as shown in Table 4.2.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Onnoghen suspension
cjn
justice
court
onnoghen
njc
suspension
cct
law
suspended
walter

Vote in Nigerian Elections
vote
nigeriadecides2019
elections
nigeria
electionday
votenotfight
civic
wisely
decide
polls

State elections
apc
pdp
parties
candidate
states
inconclusive
incumbent
winning
adamawa
elections

Table 4.2: Top 10 words for three example topics of three different months in
2019 that are related to protests.

4.2

Automatized Tweet-Protest Mapping

Results of the mapping quality assessment are summarized in Table 4.3. The
highest metric scores (recall of 0.655, precision of 0.593, f1 of 0.623) are achieved
by the string comparison approach using only the movements’ hashtags. The best
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performing embedding comparison approach (recall of 0.600, precision of 0.375,
f1 of 0.416) uses GloVe Embeddings and computes the similarity per protest
word before max-pooling the similarities. In contrast, the embedding comparison
approach using GloVe Embeddings but computing the similarity using the mean
protest word embedding obtains the lowest scores for all three score measurements
(recall of 0.050, precision of 0.25, f1 of 0.084).
Approach
SC Hashtag
EC GloVe words
SC Content words (>4 words)
EC Bert sentence
SC Content words (>3 words)
EC GloVe mean

Recall
0.655
0.600
0.625
0.294
0.250
0.050

Precision
0.593
0.375
0.313
0.313
0.313
0.250

F1
0.623
0.461
0.417
0.303
0.278
0.084

Table 4.3: Scores of mapping approaches: String comparison approaches (SC)
outperform embedding comparison approaches (EC). Best scores are achieved by
the string comparison approach using only words occurring in hashtags.
In general, the results show that for the best three performing approaches the
recall is significantly higher than the precision. Further, simple string comparison
approaches perform better than embedding comparison approaches.

4.3

Inter-Protest-Analysis

In this section, we present the results of the comparative analysis of movementprotest mappings. First, we examine categories of mappings showing different
general characteristics in Section 4.3.1. In Section 4.3.2, the results of the detailed
analysis of one category are presented. Further, in Section 4.3.3, we explore the
dissimilarities between two categories. Last, we examine the nature of all mapped
protests in Section 4.3.4.

4.3.1

Categories of Movement-Protest Mappings

Duration Analysis. Results of the online movement duration analysis suggest a
division of movements by duration into short-term and long-term movements.
The duration trend in Figure 4.2 shows a significant corner at the duration of
around 95 days. Hence, we define short-term movements as movements lasting
at most 95 days whilst long-term movements last longer than 95 days.
Figure 4.3 shows example Twitter volume trends for short-term (Figure 4.3a
- Figure 4.3c ) and long-term movements (Figure 4.3d). Whilst short-term
movements are typically related to to one or only a couple of temporally close
protests, long-term movements, including the prominent ’#endsars’, ’#bring-
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(a) Duration of Movements

(b) Zoomed Duration of Movements

Figure 4.2: Duration of Movements sorted by number of days. The duration
increases slowly until reaching a duration of 95 days. Above this threshold, the
movement’s duration varies from multiple months to multiple years.
backourgirls’ and ’#revolutionnow’ movements, are related to multiple timely
separated protests. Short-term movements accounting for 61% of mapped online
movements are more frequent than long-term movements accounting for 39%.
Category Analysis. Since long-term movements typically include multiple timely
separated protests, the focus of category analysis lies on short-term movements.
We refer to the categories described in Table 3.2 as short-term I (ST_I), shortterm II (ST_II) and short-term III (ST_III). Figures 4.3a - 4.3c show sample
Twitter volume behaviors for each category.
The distribution of categories among the movement-protest pairs is shown in
Table 4.4. Category ST_I is most frequent accounting for 63.2% of all movementprotest pairs whilst the least frequent category is ST_II accounting only for 11.5%
of the movement-protest pairs.
Category
ST_I
ST_II
ST_III

Condition
dpeak < dprotest
dpeak = dprotest
dpeak > dprotest

Ratio
63.2%
11.5%
25.3%

Table 4.4: Distribution of Categories among short-term movement-protest pairs.
Category ST_I (dpeak < dprotest ) is most frequent accounting for more than 63%
of movement-protest pairs.
Since ST_I mappings consist of movements that emerged already before a
protest takes place, they enables us to retrace the online behavior leading up to
a protest. Consequently, we focus on ST_I mappings in the following detailed
analysis of movement-protest mappings.
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(b) #ngobill

(c) #justiceforfuoye

(d) #revolutionnow

Figure 4.3: Sample Twitter trends for short-term movements (a - ST_I, b ST_II, c - ST_III) and long-term movements (d). The Twitter volume is plotted
as blue line, while the mapped protests are plotted with vertical black dashed
lines. The number of protests per date is annotated at the top of the protest line.

4.3.2

Characteristics of Short-Term Movements

In this section, we present the results of analysing characteristics of ST_I movementprotest mappings (dpeak < dprotest ). Results include insights into common Twitter
volume trends, user engagement behavior and the mood of the online discussion.
Twitter Volume Trend
Figure 4.4a shows the average Twitter volume trend of movement-protest mappings for different values of ∆ = dprotest −dpeak . In general, the movement emerges
rapidly until reaching a peak after two or three days. Subsequently, it follows
roughly a power-law decay which is interrupted by a short and lower second peak
on the protest day. Based on these observations, we establish a schematic Twitter volume behavior shown in Figure 4.4b. The ∆-values are roughly equally
distributed among the movement-protest mappings as shown in Figure 4.4c.
Dependencies between the number of tweets on the Twitter volume peak and
the protest day and the number of days ∆ in between are presented in Figure
4.5. First, Figure 4.5a shows that with an increasing number of tweets on the
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(b) Schematic Twitter volume trend

(a) Average Twitter volume trend

(c) ∆-Distribution of mappings

Figure 4.4: General characteristics of Type I mappings. The average Twitter
volume trend for various values of ∆ (Figure a) indicates a second peak in Twitter
volume on the protest date. This behavior is schematized in Figure b. Figure c
shows the distribution of ∆-values among the movement-protest pairs.
peak day the fraction of mappings with more days between peak and protest
day increases. Further, Figure 4.5b illustrates that the ratio between tweets on
the protest day and tweets on the peak day decreases with increasing ∆, i.e.
the second Twitter volume peak is lower in relation to the first peak when the
temporal distance is higher.
Hence, if a mapped online movement emerges to a high Twitter volume peak
(>1.5k tweets), the protest is likely to happen multiple days after the peak.
Further, the Twitter volume on the protest day is likely to reach only a small
fraction of the Twitter volume peak. In contrast, if a mapped online movement
emerges to a low Twitter volume peak (<1.5k tweets), the protest is likely to
happen within the next two days. The Twitter volume decreases but reaches a
larger fraction of the Twitter volume peak compared to the previous setting.
User Engagement
User engagement is analysed via user activity, the fraction of new discussion
members and the interaction between users based on annotations in tweets.
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(b) ∆- nprotest /npeak dependency

Figure 4.5: Dependencies between the number of days ∆ between peak and
protest date, the Twitter volume npeak at its peak and the Twitter volume nprotest
on the protest date. Figure a) indicates that with increasing Twitter volume peak
the number of days between peak and protest date increases. Figure b) shows
a decreasing ratio between Twitter volumes on the protest and peak day with
increasing number of days between them.
User Activity. Average normalized trends of the daily user activity, i.e. the
number of tweets per user per day, are shown in Figure 4.6a for two temporal
distances (∆) between Twitter volume peak and protest day. In the time period between Twitter volume peak and protest day the average trend exhibits
an increased user activity. After the protest it declines again. On both, Twitter volume peak and protest day, the user activity peaks with a mean value of
1.64 ± 0.25 tweets per day on the Twitter volume peak day and 1.33 ± 0.15 tweets
per day on the protest day. Hence, on average, users are more active during the
initial emergence of the movement than on the protest day.
New Participants in Discussion. Figure 4.6b shows the fraction of users joining the discussion for two temporal distances (∆) between peak and protest day.
It reaches a peak during the initial emergence of the movement typically a day
before the Twitter volume peak day. Afterwards, it slowly decreases which is
interrupted by a slight increase the day before or on the day of the protest itself.
User Interaction. In the following, we present the results of analysing the @mentioninteraction on the Twitter volume peak and protest day. Interaction networks
constructed based on annotations belonging to one sample online movement are
shown in Figure 4.7 for both, the Twitter volume peak day and the protest day.
Aside from the difference in network size, both networks exhibit a centralized
hierarchical structure. Whilst the interaction network of the example in Figure
4.7a has only one node at the hierarchical top, the interaction network of the
example in Figure 4.7b has multiple nodes at the top of the hierarchy resulting
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(b) Fraction of new discussion members

Figure 4.6: Average trends of user engagement for two example values of ∆.
The user activity is shown in Figure a) and indicates peak in user activity on
the Twitter volume peak and protest day. The fraction of new users joining the
movement’s discussion is plotted in Figure b) and shows a peak on the day before
the Twitter volume peak day as well as a slight peak the day before the protest.
in a broader hierarchical structure. Further, each node that is high in hierarchy
is surrounded by a group of nodes mentioning only this node.
The median ratio of interaction to Twitter volume is similar for both Twitter
volume peak and protest day with a ratio of 0.287 ± 0.054 on the former and
0.274 ± 0.14 on the latter. Hence, the interaction volume behaves roughly similar
to the Twitter volume.
The extent of the hierarchical network structure is measured as flow hierarchy.
Across all networks the average flow hierarchy is slightly higher on the Twitter
volume peak day with 0.978 ± 0.013 than on the protest day with 0.970 ± 0.013.
Nonetheless, the flow hierarchy values are high on both days and thus, all networks exhibit a strong hierarchical structure.
Across all networks, high indegree centrality values are focused on a few
prominent nodes, each of them related to a verified Twitter account. Table 4.5
shows the ten nodes for both peak and protest day that most frequently exhibit
a high indegree centrality value across all networks.
Both node lists are lead by the Twitter account ’mbuhari’ belonging to the
current Nigerian president. On the Twitter volume peak day this account belongs
to the top 10 most frequently mentioned nodes for 53% of the mapped movements.
Further, both centrality lists contain the Twitter accounts of the the two largest
Nigerian parties and the Nigerian police. Whilst the node list on the Twitter
volume peak day contains predominantly accounts of politically active people
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(a) #saynotosocialmedia - peak day

(b) #saynotosocialmedia - protest day

Figure 4.7: Interaction networks on Twitter volume peak day in Figure a) and on
protest day in Figure b). Whilst the interaction is stronger on the Twitter volume
peak day, both networks exhibit a distinct hierarchical structure of interaction.
such as top politicians and activists, the node list on the protest day contains
accounts of conventional news channels and musicians.
Name
mbuhari
ngrpresident
gidi_traffic
policeng
profosinbajo
officialpdpnig
youtube
apcnigeria
segalink
atiku

Entity
president
president
social media news
state organ
vice president
party
social media
party
human right activist
former vice president

(a) Twitter volume peak day

Name
mbuhari
policeng
ngrpresident
officialpdpnig
cnn
youtube
davido
apcnigeria
realdonaldtrump
falzthebahdguy

Entity
president
police
president
party
news
social media
musician
party
foreign politican
musician

(b) Protest day

Table 4.5: Nodes most central (indegree) most frequently across all networks.
The account of Muhammadu Buhari, the Nigerian president, leads both lists.
In contrast to the indegree centrality, the outdegree centrality is more movement specific with rarely one node being central across multiple networks. The
nodes with high outdegree centrality are typically related to personal accounts
of conventional Twitter users that are not of public interest, i.e. they are not
verified accounts.
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Mood of Twitter Discussion
The results of sentiment analysis are shown in Table 4.6. Across all movmentprotest pairs, the sentiment scores are roughly stable over the relevant time period
of the movement between Twitter volume peak and protest day with only small
deviations. The average sentiment score is highest for the neutral sentiment
class, followed by the negative sentiment class. The positive sentiment score
is significantly lower. On the protest day the average sentiment scores only
slightly deviates from the average sentiment scores on the Twitter volume peak
day. Both, the negative and positive sentiment scores slightly decrease whilst the
neutral sentiment score slightly increases.
Sentiment
negative
neutral
positive

sent
0.349 ± 0.064
0.496 ± 0.056
0.155 ± 0.048

sentprotest − sentpeak
-0.030
+0.031
-0.001

Table 4.6: Average sentiment scores and their change between Twitter volume
peak day and protest day. Neutral and negative sentiment are prevailing. Between Twitter volume peak and protest day the sentiment score changes only
slightly towards more neutrality.
Consequently, online discussions mapped to protests are of neutral-negative
nature and show only slight variations between the Twitter volume peak day and
the protest day.
Development over the years
Lastly, we present the results of analysing the temporal development of features.
Here, we focus on the Twitter volume and the age of the Twitter account.
Figure 4.8a shows that the average Twitter volume on its peak day grows over
the years with a drastic increase in 2020. Similarly, in Figure 4.8b, the average
number of Twitter users created within the ten days preceding the protest grows
and shows also a significant increase in 2020. Consequently, both characteristics
indicate a drastic change of the nature of online social movements in 2020.

4.3.3

Short-Term Sub-Movements in Long-Term Movements

Pattern comparison of long-term movements and short-term movements indicates
that long-term movements contain multiple short-term sub-movements for each
timely separated group of protests. Figure 4.9 illustrates one short-term submovement within an example long-term movement.
In the following, we present characteristics that show different behavior for
Category I short-term movements (ST_I) and Category I short-term sub-movements
of long-term movements referred to as LT_I movements.
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(a) Twitter volume peak trend

(b) ’Freshly’ created Twitter users

Figure 4.8: Development of Twitter volume peak and fraction of ’freshly’ created
users over the considered years. Both properties show an increase in 2020 which
indicates a change in Twitter usage in Nigeria.
The average user activity is shown in Table 4.7a. Whilst the average user
activity for ST_I movements only slightly decreases from Twitter volume peak
to protest day, the average user activity for LT_I movements drops drastically.
Further, LT_I user activity is notably higher for both days whilst the standard
deviation is also significantly higher.
In addition, the average fraction of users joining the movement is lower for
LT_I movements than for ST_I movements on both peak and protest day as
shown in Table 4.7b.
ST_I
LT_I

Peak Day
1.64 ± 0.25
2.51 ± 2.11

Protest Day
1.33 ± 0.15
1.78 ± 0.91

(a) User activity

ST_I
LT_I

Peak Day
0.88 ± 0.11
0.66 ± 0.28

Protest Day
0.61 ± 0.18
0.48 ± 0.25

(b) Fraction of new discussion participants

Table 4.7: Comparison of user engagement for short-term movements of category I (dpeak < dprotest , ST_I) and short-term sub-movements of category I
(dpeak < dprotest , LT_I). User engagement is significantly higher for short-term
sub-movements of long-term movements (LT_I), whilst the user engagement for
short-term movements (ST_I) exhibits smaller standard deviation.
Lastly, the ratio of Twitter users with user locations in Nigeria is lower for
LT_I movements than for ST_I movements by roughly 15%. We renounce to
state total ratio numbers since the user location is highly noisy due to the manual
clear text entries. However, since we apply the same approach for both LT_I
and ST_I we can interpret the difference between the two ratios.
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(a) Long-term movement

(b) Movement segment

Figure 4.9: Short-term sub-movements in long-term movements for the example
movement #revolutionnow. Figure a) shows the movement’s entire Twitter volume trend (blue lines) with mapped protests (black dashed vertical lines). Figure
b) shows a short-term sub-movement of the full movement.

4.3.4

Analysis of Mapped Protests

In this section, we present the results of analysing the nature of protests that
were mapped by our approach.
The distributions among the type of protests for 2016 and 2020 are shown in
Figure 4.10. In general, the total number of all protests increased between 2016

(a) 2016

(b) 2020

Figure 4.10: Distribution of protest types among all protests and only the mapped
protests in 2016 and 2020. The capturing of non-peaceful protests improves from
2016 to 2020 making them the most reliably mapped protest in 2020.
to 2020 whilst the fraction of peaceful protests decreased. For 2016, our approach
is able to map only a small fraction (17%) of the protests and captures mainly
peaceful protests. In contrast, for 2020, our approach maps 52% of the protests
and most reliably captures non-peaceful protests.
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Figure 4.11 shows the geographic distribution for the first considered year 2016
and the last considered year 2020 for all registered protests as well as for only
the mapped protests. For both years, the largest number of all registered and all
mapped protests take place in the capital city Abuja. Whilst only a few protests
outside of the capital city are mapped for 2016, the geographic distribution is
significantly broader for 2020. Especially a large number of protests on the south
coast of Nigeria are captured by our mapping approach in 2020.

(a) 2016 - all protests

(b) 2016 - mapped protests

(c) 2020 - all protests

(d) 2020 - mapped protests

Figure 4.11: Geographic Distribution of Protests for 2016 and 2020: Figures a)
and c) show the geographic distribution of all Nigerian protests contained in the
ACLED data set whilst Figures b) and d) show the protests mapped by our
automatic mapping pipeline. Whilst the mapped protests focus mainly on the
capital city Abuja in 2016, the mapping pipeline is able to additionally capture
protests in the south of Nigeria in 2020.

Chapter 5

Discussion

In this chapter, we discuss the results presented in Section 4, their limitations
as well as potential directions for future work. We discuss the results of topic
modeling in Section 5.1. Subsequently, we interpret the results of the mapping
approaches comparison in Section 5.2. In Section 5.3, we discuss and contextualize the results of the comparative analysis across movement-protest mappings.
Finally, we present the limitations of our approaches and discuss potential directions for future work.

5.1

Topic Modeling

A broad range of topics is discussed on Twitter in Nigeria. The distribution of
categories among the reduced topics indicates that Nigerians use Twitter mainly
as a tool for discussing entertainment-related topics such as music, TV shows,
and radio shows. Additionally, they frequently communicate their feelings and
discuss sports events. However, also political topics account for a non-negligible
share of topics. Hence, similar to other countries such as the USA, a Twitter
analysis could be used for retracing political events and social movements.
The qualitative analysis of political topics suggests that Nigerians tweet mostly
about recent or upcoming political events. Since we detected at least one topic
related to offline protests for each considered month, we expect other months to
contain topics related to protests as well. The qualitative analysis of the most important topic words suggests that the protest-related topics focus on the protest
cause rather than on the protest itself. Hence, identifying topics related to Nigerian protests is not a straightforward task but instead requires a comparison
between the topics’ content and the protest cause.

5.2

Automatized Tweet-Protest Mapping

The mapping quality assessment indicates that the most simple mapping approach performs best, while the more complicated embedding approaches fall
behind. An explanation for the superior performance of the hashtag string comparison could be that a couple of buzzwords extracted from hashtags by identify39
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ing relevant subwords convey only the core information of the movement. Thus,
if the movement is related to a protest, this core information is also used in most
cases for describing the related protest. Hence, movement hashtags contain just
enough information to identify the core message while avoiding being too general.
All other mappings use more information on the movements’ content. However, this added information seems to generalize the information, which leads to
multiple overlapping content words and embeddings. For instance, three roughly
simultaneous movements could talk about violence against women. One keeps
the discussion on a general level while one focuses on the rape of women and
the other on the killings of women. By taking more content information of these
movements into account, the difference in the form of violence could fade into
the background making a precise mapping more complex.
This difficulty caused by too general information applies not only to the movement information but also to the protest information, which can be observed when
comparing the two Glove Embedding approaches. While the mean approach performs worst, the word-based similarity approach performs second best. The mean
embeddings of protest notes yield mappings to general movements instead of to
smaller specific movements. Hence, protests that are not similar to a specialized
movement are mapped to general movements, leading to a low recall score. In
contrast, the word-based similarity score can identify buzzwords that stand out
for only one or a few movements. Hence, similar to the hashtag string comparison,
this approach can identify specific enough information for accurate mapping.
In general, all approaches are limited by the small amount of information
contained in the protest notes of the ACLED data set.
Achieving high-performance metrics is especially hard for this setting since we
want to not only discover whether a protest was discussed online but also correctly map the movement related to the protest. Hence, in addition to protests
mapped to a movement manually but not by our mapping approach, the falsepositive class contains protests mapped to incorrect movements. For instance, the
two movements ’#revolutionnow’ and ’#freesowore’ are strongly related. ’#revolutionnow’ is the superior movement fighting against bad governance, while
’#freesowore’ is about freeing the arrested leader Omoyele Sowore of the ’#revolutionnow’ movement. If our approach maps a protest to the ’#revolutionnow’
movement instead of the strongly related ’#freesowore’ movement, it is still registered as false-positive. Hence, achieving a high true-positive value is more
challenging than a high true-negative value. Along with the positive class being
the minority, this explains the higher recall compared to the precision scores for
most approaches.
Further, we restricted the manual labeling to hashtags used in a protest context only. However, we observed that protests have an additional impact on
more general hashtags in multiple cases. For instance, protests in the context
of the Nigerian election in 2019 affected the general ’#nigeriadecides2019’ hashtag. If no more specific movement exists, most of our mapping approaches can
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capture this relation. Consequently, these additional mappings lead to multiple
false-negative mappings.

5.3

Inter-Protest-Analysis

In this section, we discuss and interpret the results of the inter-protest analysis.
Initially, in Section 5.3.1, we interpret the identified categories of movementprotest mappings by setting the results in a real-world context as well as in
a social media research context. In Section 5.3.2, we discuss the behavior of
the individual features of short-term movements. Subsequently, we interpret
the comparison results of individual short-term movements and short-term submovements of long-term movements in Section 5.3.3. Lastly, we discuss the results
of analyzing the mapped protests in Section 5.3.4

5.3.1

Categories of Movement-Protest Mappings

Results of the duration analysis show a clear division at roughly three months
between short-term and long-term movements.
The examples for short-term Twitter volume trends shown in Figure 4.3 follow
roughly the typical behavior of exogenous trends, i.e., trends triggered by external events [97]: a sudden burst of activity is followed by a power-law relaxation.
Further, the short-term movement duration between a few days and a couple
of months also complies with the results of exogenous trend analysis on Twitter
[98]. In contrast, the Twitter volume trend of the long-term sample movement
in Figure 4.3d indicates that long-term movements are not constantly active but
rather emerge multiple times with extended inactive periods in between.
Depending on the positional relation between Twitter volume peak day and
protest day, the nature of the external events triggering an online trend differs. Movements that peak before the protest day (Category ST_I) are triggered
by an event a few days before the emergence. For instance, the ’#saynotosocialmediabill’ movement shown in Figure 4.3a starts emerging the day after the
second senate reading of the controversial social media bill. Hence, these movements aim to show their disapproval of a past event. Movements that peak on
the protest day (Category ST_II) are triggered by a planned event happening
on the protest day. These movements either aim to celebrate annual holidays
such as International Women’s Day or to oppose or support a planned event. For
instance, the ’#ngobill’ movement shown in Figure 4.3b took place in front of the
national assembly during a public hearing in order to prevent the passage of the
bill. In contrast, movements emerging shortly after a protest (Category ST_III)
are typically triggered by this protest. Qualitative analysis of the protest notes
indicates that typically during these protests, extensive violence was used - often
initiated by police forces. For instance, the ’#justiceforfuoye’ movement shown
in Figure 4.3c was triggered by the death of a student killed by policemen during
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a protest at Fuoye University. Hence, these movements arise from the public’s
disapproval of the used violence during the protest.

5.3.2

Characteristics of Short-Term Movements

In the following, we discuss the observed behavior of computed features presented
in Section 4.3 and the dependencies between them.
Twitter Volume. The results of the Twitter volume trend analysis indicate that
online movements follow roughly the behavior of typical externally triggered
trends [98, 97]. However, the movement’s decline is slightly interrupted on the
day of the protest, just to fade away shortly afterward. Hence, the protest does
not act as a catalyst for another movement’s rise but only delays its fading.
The observed variables related to the Twitter volume show dependencies between each other. The higher the Twitter volume peak, the more people are
involved in the movement. Collective actions involving more people require more
organization. Hence, the time period between the movement’s emergence and
the protest is longer. If the protest happens shortly after the Twitter volume
peak, the movement is still at the beginning of its decline. Hence, the effect on
the Twitter volume trend of the beginning decline and the protest overlap. Consequently, more people are still active in the movement’s discussion on the day of
the protest, leading to a larger ratio of the Twitter volume on the protest day than
on the peak day. In conclusion, the dependency between ∆ and nprotest /npeak
evolves from the interplay of the short attention span online and the attention
for real-world collective actions on social media.
User Engagement. In general, the mapped movements exhibit the highest user
engagement during the movement’s emergence until reaching the Twitter volume
peak. Similar to the Twitter volume, the trend on the protest day for both user
activity and the fraction of new movement participants indicates that a protest
keeps the movement from diminishing rather than triggering another rise. In
conclusion, the peak in Twitter volume on the protest day arises from the increased user activity of movement participants on that day and not from a more
extensive spread of the movement.
Regarding the interaction via annotations, we discuss the results of the social network analysis in the following. The hierarchical structure shows that the
movement information is distributed in levels. If applicable, the initial layer consists of a major organization that initiated the online movement and the protest,
for instance, the Twitter account of ’change.org’. The next level contains official
Twitter accounts, including politicians, NGOs, state organizations, and activists.
This layer is followed by layers of Twitter accounts that are highly active in the
respective movement. They convey the message of the organizers, spread the
information by annotating other accounts, and draw the attention of officials by
annotating them. The last layers consist of Twitter accounts that rely on the
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information of the layers with the most active accounts. Hence, the initial layers
of hierarchy typically include the Twitter accounts of entities whose attention
should be drawn to the matter of the movement. In contrast, the lower layers
contain Twitter accounts of members of the general population who are trying
to be mobilized by others. The results of the centrality measure reinforce this
insight. The indegree centrality analysis indicates that the online discussions are
quickly escalated to a couple of the most powerful Nigerian politicians, including the current and former Nigerian presidents and vice-presidents. Further, the
changes in the distribution of indegree centrality on the protest day can be explained by the attention to collective actions of the general public. Social media
accounts of news channels report about protests taking place, which is why they
are mentioned more frequently by other accounts on that day. In addition, some
Nigerian celebrities habitually publicly take a stand on the protest matter, which
also leads to increased mentioning behavior. Lastly, the diverse nature of the
outdegree centrality indicates that the Twitter accounts actively spreading the
information to selected others by annotations differ strongly across protests.
Mood of Twitter Discussion. In contrast to a study on social media sentiment
for a protest in India, [19], the observed Nigerian movements show a neutralnegative sentiment. There are multiple potential explanations for this substantial deviation that could interplay: First, the protests and the online movements
happened in different countries with different cultural characteristics that can
influence the nature of discussions. Second, the sentiment classification methods
have improved significantly since the research was published. Third, Twitter became known for its negative discussion climate over the years. Hence, discussions
nowadays could be more negative than a few years ago.
Development over the Years. During the first four considered years (2016-2019),
the nature of the online movements changed only slightly. However, in the year
2020, the change is significant. The number of ”freshly” created users suggests
that spam and fake accounts reached Nigeria in 2020, which drastically distorts
the online movements’ behavior. Further, in 2020 multiple international movements and global topics, including Covid-19, spread to Nigeria. Related protests
took place in various Nigerian cities. Hence, the mapped movements became less
national and more international, which is another explanation for this drastic
change in 2020.

5.3.3

Short-Term Sub-Movements in Long-Term Movements

The comparison between short-term movements and short-term sub-movements,
which are part of a superior long-term movement, indicates a couple of differences.
Foremost, long-term movements have already established an active and often
passionate user base. Thus, in comparison to short-term movements, the user
activity for short-term sub-movements is higher, while the fraction of new move-
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ment participants is lower. However, this behavior depends on the positioning of
the sub-movement within the long-term movement. If the long-term movement
only just emerged for the first time or was not active for an extended period,
the behavior is more similar to an individual short-term movement. Due to this
behavior variation, the standard deviation measured for variables of short-term
sub-movements is significantly higher.
Lastly, long-term movements last long enough in order to gain international
attention. Hence, the ratio of Nigerian Twitter accounts is lower for short-term
sub-movements than for the individual, mostly regional, short-term movements.

5.3.4

Analysis of Mapped Protests

In general, the results of analyzing the properties of protests mapped by our
approach indicate that Twitter usage in the context of protests increased significantly in Nigeria over five years. This insight is consistent with the ongoing
growth of Social Media in Nigeria.
The distribution of protest types among the mapped protests compared to
all registered protests suggests that involved violence leads to more reliable online discussions. Violent acts, especially if executed by police forces, trigger a
groundswell of disapproval among the Nigerian population. Hence, even small
protests are discussed intensely online if they involve the usage of the police force.
This emergence of social movements as disapproval of violence after such protests
could explain their reliable mapping to online social movements.
The geographic distribution analysis results indicate that Twitter as a communication tool for social movements is mainly used by the southern population
of Nigeria. This observation agrees with Nigeria’s economic and social imbalances
between the more developed south and the rural north.

5.4

Limitations and Future Work

The quantitative results and their interpretations, presented in the previous sections, have to be seen in light of some limitations regarding the employed data
sources and the applied methods.
Data sets. In general, we restrict all data sets to the English language. Since
English is the official language in Nigeria, this is a valid choice. However, in
more rural areas of Nigeria, people use stronger dialects and even different languages. Hence, tweets by these people in their mother tongue are disregarded. In
addition, the completeness of the data sets is limited by the employed scraping
tool TWINT. Since TWINT cannot scrape retweets, we have to disregard this
fraction of tweets and interactions.
As a basis for this research, we employed a data set of tweets geotagged with
locations in Nigeria. During the inter-protest analysis, we observed that the
ratio of geotagged tweets within the movements is vanishingly small («5%). In
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conclusion, Nigerians tend not to use the geotag option in their tweets which
sheds light on a limitation of the geo-referenced data set: Due to the rare use of
geotags, relevant hashtags could be missing in the geo-referenced data set.
Further, the data set employed for identifying online movements contains only
tweets that use a specific hashtag. Since not all tweets related to a movement
include hashtags, our approach cannot extract them. However, without considering further context information, such as who is following who, it is not possible
to capture these tweets without hashtags reliably.
Lastly, the protest data set brings some limitations due to their methods of
detecting protests via conventional data sources and the information they register. For instance, the protest note is manually entered by the registrant and
differs slightly across protests. Reasons for these deviations could be simply daily
variations of the registrant and the use of different registrants.
Methods. Regarding the methodology, each research part brings its limitations.
In general, all applied NLP models are pre-trained on English data. Although
Nigeria’s official language is English, they developed a dialect that differs in some
aspects from standard English. This deviation can limit the NLP models’ performances.
We employ a pipeline of different methods for the automatized mapping of
tweets to protest. Hence, the limitations of the initial methods impact the performance of the last methods. For instance, if the topic similarity approach does
not identify relevant hashtags, it is not included in the set of movements and
thus, can not be mapped to any protest. Since we only assess the quality of the
final mappings, we can not conclude how much impact the limitations of each
pipeline step have on the final mapping quality. Performing an ablation study
could shed light on the nature of these limitations.
The analysis identifies typical behavior across movement-protest mappings
using the available information. For daily aggregations, we omit all days with
too few data points. Still, the number of data points per day differs strongly.
Thus, the reliability of the aggregated values deviates. Further, we analyze dependencies between various variables. However, we can only examine correlation
and not causation with our analysis results. In addition, all insights focus on
a particular type of movement-protest mappings. Although this type is most
frequent among all mappings, we disregard a fraction of movement-protest mappings in our analysis. Hence, the analysis results can not be transferred to all
movements and protests in Nigeria. Further, in this research, we focus on Nigeria only. Thus, it is unclear how the insights are transferable to other countries.
Lastly, we decided to omit other context information such as political stability
in Nigeria, climate conditions, and economic conditions. These context settings
can affect the behavior of people offline and online. However, since we aggregate
across multiple years in our analysis, we expect a change in these conditions to
have only a small impact on the aggregated features.
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Future Work. Based on our results and the limitations, we identify multiple
directions for future research in this area.
First, comparing online movements related to protests across countries could
lead to valuable insights into the similarities and differences of protest-culture
across countries. The approaches introduced in this thesis are all easily adaptable
to other countries. Further, all data sets are either available or contractible for
other countries. Hence, the major challenge in transferring our methods to other
countries could be the language restriction of some NLP models.
Further, the analysis could compare online movements that lead to protests
with online movements that do not. Since we extracted a large set of bursting movements, this could be done by comparing characteristics of mapped and
unmapped movements. This comparison could clarify why some online social
movements translate into offline actions and some not.
Using this knowledge, the computed features can be used for predicting
protests. In terms of protest prediction we initially tested some complex prediction models using Longformers [99] on tweets and Temporal Graph Neural
Networks [100] on daily interaction networks. Both methods failed to learn the
relationship between tweets and protests in a straightforward manner. In addition, we observed that for the movement-protest mappings more conventional and
less complex methods performed better on this kind of noisy user-generated data.
Hence, using the gained knowledge of this analysis and applying simple statistical
models such as SVMs or simple neural networks on the relevant characteristics
could be a promising approach for protest prediction.
In general, predicting the date and the nature of protests in advance can
help to provide appropriate safety measures. However, such prediction tasks also
need to be carefully evaluated to prevent discriminative biases and misuse by
undemocratic regimes.

Chapter 6

Conclusion

This thesis aimed to investigate the nature of relations between online social
movements and protests in Nigeria. We extracted and explored relevant data,
introduced an approach for mapping online social movements to protests and
performed a quantitative comparative analysis across hundreds of online social
movements and protest pairs.
Constructing a Twitter data set consisting of Nigerian tweets only enabled us
to explore the Twitter landscape of one country. Using this data set, we modelled topics via a BERT-based clustering approach. We identified politics as one
prominent subject among these topics and came across various protest related
political topics. Hence, political discourse accounts for a non-negligible part of
Nigeria’s Twitter landscape. The political discourse reaches from discussion of simultaneously happening offline political events to discussing future offline events
and planning collective actions.
We took the presence of protest related topics as opportunity to introduce an
automated approach for detecting relevant online social movements and mapping
them to related protests. Building upon hashtag activism, the approach identifies
potentially relevant hashtags, extracts data from Twitter, filters bursting hashtags and clusters the collected data into online social movements. Further, we
proposed and assessed various techniques for mapping online social movements
to related protests. Here, we observed that comparing hashtag words and protest
information outperforms more complex mapping techniques.
We performed a quantitative comparative analysis based on the mappings
of online social movements and protests. We computed features for capturing
Twitter volume, user engagement and mood of the discussions by employing various data analysis approaches including social network analysis and sentiment
classification. By comparing basic characteristics of these features, we determined multiple types of relations between online social movements and protests.
Based on the subsequent comparative analysis of one relation type, we identified differing characteristics and formulated and interpreted common trends of
protest-related online social movements in Nigeria.
In conclusion, this thesis uses state-of-the art Big Data analysis techniques to
47
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identify and analyse relevant characteristics that determine the relation between
online social movements and protests in Nigeria. We introduced an approach
for performing quantitative comparative analyses for protest-related social movements using social media data. Due to its modular nature, this approach could
be easily transferred to other types of offline social events. Consequently, this
work provides a basis for future research on event analysis, the translation of
online action to offline action, and protest prediction.
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